
1 Introduction
Being able to build a complete software stack is great, but
there is also a need to develop software against the stack for
being able to compile, run, debug, and profile the software
stack as needed. The objective of the Application
Development Toolkit (ADT) is to provide developers a way to
do this without the need to learn the build system. Ultimately,
this lets the developers focus on what they do best - develop.

This Application Note is depicting use of the Yocto ADT
Plugins bundled with the CodeWarrior software for creating,
building, and debugging a Linux application on the LS2085A
EAR SDK.

This Application Note explains:

• How you can setup Yocto sdk for ADT support
• How you can configure Yocto ADT in CodeWarrior
• How you can make a CodeWarrior project Linux

application using ADT

2 Setup Yocto SDK for ADT
support

To enable the ADT support:
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1. meta-fsl-toolchain defines gdb preferred version 7.7.1 only for gdb-cross-aarch64, while gdb-cross use the
standard (old) gdb 7.6.1. In order to use the preferred fsl 7.7.1 for all other packages (for example meta-ide-
support) that use gdb-cross, rename the preferred fsl gdb from gdb-cross-aarch64 to gdb-cross

a. vim meta-fsl-tooclahin/conf/include/fsl-toolchain-default-version.inc
b. Update line 5 to:

PREFERRED_VERSION_gdb-cross = "${GDBVERSION}"
c. vim meta-fsl-toolchain/recipies-devtools/gdb/gdb-cross.inc
d. Update line 11 to:

PN = "gdb-cross"
2. Enable the ADT settings in Yocto SDK.

a. bitbake meta-ide-support

3 Setup Yocto ADT in the CodeWarrior software
To setup Yocto ADT in the CodeWarrior software:

1. Select Window > Preferences > Yocto Project ADT.
2. Browse the Toolchain Root Location (build directory) and Sysroot Location.
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Figure 1. Toolchain root and Sysroot location for LS2085RDB board
3. Click OK.

4 Create and setup a Linux application project using ADT
This section explains:

• Create the project
• Setup the project

4.1 Create the project

To create a Linux application project using ADT:

1. Select File > New > C Project. The C Project dialog appears.
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2. Select Yocto Project ADT Autotools Project > Hello World ANSI C Autotools Project and click Next.

Figure 2.

3. Specify the Author in the Basic Settings page and click Finish.
4. Right-click the project and select Build Project.
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4.2 Setup the project

After the project is created, in debug launch the ADT will automatically set Legacy Remote Create Process Launcher,
which is an old version with smaller feature set, for example OS Resources is not supported.

You can go with legacy process launcher as explained in step 1 or upgrade to use GDB Auto Remote Debugging Launcher as
explained in step 2 , but the Debugger tab needs to be updated manually.

1. Go with the Legacy process Launcher:
a. In the Main tab, select ScpConnection from the Connection drop-down list. RSE is already created by

CodeWarrior. You can edit RSE using the Edit button from left side for editing the IP target Linux). Also, ensure
that the ttywait field from ConnectorServices > SSH Settings is set up to 2.
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b. In the Main tab, update the remote paths and commands as shown below, and click Debug.

2. Before updating the Process Launcher, save the GDB debugger and GDB command file paths in the Debugger tab.
These paths will be lost after switching to GDB Auto Remote Debugging Launcher.
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a. Click the Select other link and select GDB (DSF) Automatic Remote Debugging Launcher.

b. Update the GDB debugger and GDB command file paths in the Debugger tab with the ones saved previously.
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c. In the Main tab, update the remote paths and commands as shown in the figure below and click Debug.

Now, you are in debug with a Linux Application Project set up by the ADT CodeWarrior plugin. For more details
about Linux Application Debug capabilities in the CodeWarrior software, refer the "Use Cases" chapter in the ARMv8
Targeting Manual available at: $CW_Layout\CW_ARMv8\ARMv8\Help\PDF
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